
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KS1 

To Infinity and Beyond! 

 Develop geographical skills and fieldwork in around school and 
immediate locality. 

Let it Snow! (Science focus) 

 Observe and describe weather associated with the seasons 

Bright Lights, Big City 

 Develop place knowledge about the UK, focussing on London 

Let’s Go on Safari 

 Understand geographical similarities and differences through 
studying the human and physical geography of a small area of 
the United Kingdom, and of a small area in a contrasting non-
European country 

Creepy Crawlies 

 Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the 
geography of our school and its grounds 

Oh, I do like to be beside the seaside 

 Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to human and 
physical features of the coast 

Welly Boots and New Shoots 

 Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United 
Kingdom 

Can you travel around the world in 80 days? 

 Use atlases and maps to name and locate continents and oceans 

Arctic Explorers 

 Identify the location of hot and cold areas of the world in 
relation to the Equator and the North and South Poles. 

EYFS: Understanding the World 

 Describe their immediate 
environment using knowledge 
from observation, discussion, 
stories, non-fiction texts and 
maps. 

 Know some similarities and 
differences between different 
religious and cultural 
communities in this country, 
drawing on their experiences and 
what has been read in class; 

 Explain some similarities and 
differences between life in this 
country and life in other 
countries, drawing on knowledge 
from stories, non-fiction texts 
and – when appropriate – maps. 

Learning about our immediate locality Learning about the UK and making 
comparisons 

Learning about the physical geography 
of the UK and understanding why 
people in the past settled here. 

LKS2 

Meet the Flintstones! (Stone Age to Iron Age) History focus 

 Locate places on a map – consider what makes a suitable 
site settlement and how the natural resources available 
were used effectively. 

 Consider the impact of hillforts on land use 

River Deep, Mountain High 

 Understand geographical similarities and differences 
through the study of human and physical geography of a 
region of the UK, including rivers, mountains and the water 
cycle 

How Ruthless Were The Romans? History focus 

 Case study: Where was Eboracum and what do we know 
about? 

Welcome to our Kingdom (The Anglo-Saxons and the Scots) 
History focus 

 Case study: Why did people settle in York? 

There’s No Place Like Home 

 Understand extreme climates, their biomes and the impact 
of climate change) 

 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to 
locate countries and describe features studied 

 Identify the location of hot and cold areas of the world in 
relation to the Equator and the North and South Poles. 

Raiders or Traders? (The Anglo-Saxons and the Vikings) 
History focus 

 Understand why people in the past settled in Britain – what   
were the physical features and the impact on human 
geography? 

UKS2 

The New World 

 Understand geographical similarities and differences through 
the study of human and physical geography of a region in a 
European country, and a region in North or South America  

Unmasking the Mayans History focus 

 Identify human and physical characteristics of ancient cities. 
 Describe and understand economic activity  

Keep the Home Fires Burning (WW2) History focus 

 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to 
locate countries and describe features studied 

Phenomenal Pharaohs (Ancient Egypt) History focus 

 Locate the world’s countries, concentrating on their 
environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics 

 Describe and understand economic activity  

Vicious Volcanoes 

 Understand the physical geography of volcanoes 
 Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, 

Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the 
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic and Antarctic Circle, 
the Prime/Greenwich Meridian and time zones (including day 
and night) 

Heroes and Villains (Ancient Greece) History focus 

 Identify human and physical characteristics of ancient cities. 

 

Learning about the wider world and 
extreme physical and human geography. 

Develop knowledge about the world, the United Kingdom and their locality Extend knowledge and understanding beyond the local area to include the United Kingdom and Europe, 
North and South America 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

EYFS                                                                    GEOGRAPHY INTENT: Children can critically examine, explore, appreciate and comprehend the world in which we inhabit. 
 
*The ELG is an 
assessment checkpoint 
and should not be used 
as a curriculum. The 
curriculum should be 
broad and balanced 
with a range of 
experiences and 
opportunities not 
limited to teaching to 
the ELG. 
 
  

INTENT: Inspire 
Pupils will learn the following knowledge and skills 

 
In Reception we capitalise on children’s fascination and interest in their surroundings and the world in which they live by: 

 Encouraging an appreciation of the natural world and recognising its similarities and differences 
 Fostering a sense of awe and wonder about the world in which they live 
 Developing an appreciation of other people, their communities and their traditions 
 Enhancing children’s sense of responsibility for the care of their own environment and the impact it has on the whole world. 

IMPLEMENTATION: Care 
Core activities to deliver learning: 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

  

 IMPACT: Grow 
When assessed, children will demonstrate the following knowledge: 
 

 Talk about what it is like to live in this country  
 Talk about what it is like to live in another country 
 Use a simple map to find out information 
 Talk about the similarities and differences between people’s religions and cultures 
 Compare similarities and differences  
 Talk about where they live and the key features of the local environment 
 Talk about the key features of the country they live in 

 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

YEAR 1 & 2                                                                       GEOGRAPHY INTENT: Children can critically examine, explore, appreciate and comprehend the world in which we inhabit. 
 
 INTENT 

Inspire 
Pupils will learn the following knowledge and skills: 

Year 1 skills  Year 2 skills 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Care 

Core activities to deliver learning: 
 

IMPACT 
Grow 

When assessed, children will demonstrate the following knowledge: 
 

Year A Autumn term 1 
 
To Infinity and 
Beyond! 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
 
Human and physical geography  

 Use aerial photographs and plan perspectives to recognise landmarks 
and basic human and physical features 

 Understand the key human and physical features of our school’s 
surrounding environment. 
 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 Use simple compass directions (North, South, East and West) and 

locational and directional language (for example near and far; left and 
right) to describe the location of features and routes on a map. 

 Devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key 
 Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of 

our school and its grounds 
 Use simple blocked maps and plans 
 Make simple plans and talk about them 
 Mark the location of the school on a simple local map 
 Show interest in what they see in field work 
 Record what they have seen, in simple ways, including pictures and 

diagrams with labels. 
 Remember and talk about what was seen 
 Use a digital camera to record what they see 
 Take and use digital photographs 
 Make detailed sketches whilst on field work and/or draw labelled 

diagrams 
 Identify features on a map 
 Begin to use concepts of NSEW 
 Draw simple maps and plans, sometimes with keys 
 Make a plan of the classroom 

 

 Use atlases, globes and Google Maps to look at similarities and 
differences between how locations appear on maps. 

 Conduct a geographical learning walk through the village of 
Rufforth recognizing human and physical features 

 Create a map of Rufforth using a simple key. 
 Create a map of a made up village using their knowledge of 

Rufforth and other locations. Design their own key for the map. 
 Use simple compass directions and directional language to 

follow a map of the school grounds. 
 Use Beebot to develop instructional and directional skills. 

 
 

Enrichment opportunities: 
 Local village walk 
 Residents who have lived in Rufforth a long time to visit and be 

interviewed by children 
 

Cross curricular links: 
Computing– Beebot – giving instructions , Google Maps, use of digital 
cameras 
History – How Rufforth village (and our school) has changed over time. 
Maths  - directional language 
 

 Explain where they live in the world 
 Describe features of our school grounds and local village 
 Use and explain simple features of a map  
 Use basic map skills, including a key, to represent their own locality 
 Give directions and explain location using NSEW 
 Use a digital camera to record what they see 

 
Sequential learning: 

 
EYFS Understanding the World - Describe their immediate environment 

using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction 
texts and maps. 

 
Y3/4 River Deep, Mountain High - Understand geographical similarities 
and differences through the study of human and physical geography of 
a region of the UK 

 
Y5/6 The New World 

 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
Rufforth 
Google maps  
Village, City, Town 
Atlas 
Compare 
Compass  
Observation 
Directions 
Country 
North, South, East and West 
near and far; left and right 
key 

Key dates and figures 
Population of Rufforth is approx. 560 
Number of children on roll in school 
Population of York is approx. 210,000 
Rufforth is 5.1 miles from York. 
 
Rev Martin Otter  
Shop owner 

Key places 
Rufforth  
York 
Rufforth Primary School 
All Saints Church 
Village Institute 
Methodist Hall 
Café & shop 
Rufforth air field  

Key events 
1972 – our school was built 
1870 – first school in Rufforth opens (60 
pupils) 
 

Key questions 
 Can I use and explain the simple features of a map?  
 Can I use an atlas, globe and google maps to look at 

similarities and differences between different locations? 
 Can I create a map of Rufforth using a simple key?  
 Can I describe the features of our school and local 

surroundings?  
 Can I use directional language to direct around the school 

grounds using a map?  

Year A Autumn term 2 Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 

 Information texts used – and created by children – to explain 
the four seasons 

 Know weather specific vocabulary 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

Let it Snow!  Science 
focus 
 
 

Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Human and physical geography  

 Observe and describe weather associated with the seasons 
 Know the difference between weather and climate 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 

 Use weather symbols and compass directions to present a 
weather report/ forecast 

 

 Name and understand the similarities and differences between the four 
seasons  

 Explain how changes happen to our world throughout each season 
 Facts about the impact of weather and climate on people 

 
 

Year A Spring term 1 
Where would you 
prefer to live: 
England or Africa? 
 
Spring 1: 
Bright Lights, Big 
City 
History focus (The 
Great Fire of 
London) 
 
Spring 2: 
Let’s Go on Safari 
 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Name, locate and identify characteristics of the four countries and 

capital cities of the United Kingdom and its surrounding seas  
 Understand the concept of close and far away 

 
Place knowledge & skills 

 Know the main aspects of the British Isles using maps 
 Understand similarities and differences in places 
 Use vocabulary of size to classify – hamlet, town, city 

Human and physical geography  
 Understand geographical similarities and differences through studying 

the human and physical geography of a small area of the United 
Kingdom (London), and area in a contrasting non-European country 
(Kenya). 

 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 

 Plot locations on a map:  UK, capital cities, seas, London (and significant 
features/ landmarks), Kenya 

 Use simple blocked maps and plan 
 Mark some locations on a map of the UK – our town, my school, our 

capital city 
 

 Map work to learn the four countries that make up the UK and 
their capital cities. 

 Map work to learn the surrounding countries of Kenya 
 Use of globes, atlases and Google Maps to locate and name 

surrounding seas. 
 Postcards from London – describing famous landmarks and 

tourist activities. 
 Create tourist information/ fact file of Kenya 
 Study of the Great Fire of London – locate Pudding Lane and 

write a diary of what happened there. 
 Compare city life with life in Rufforth village – how are human 

and physical features the same and different? 
 Discussion and debate about where children would prefer to 

live and why. 
 

Enrichment opportunities: 
 Virtual workshop for Great Fire of London 
 Parent visitors – sharing information about London (e.g Houses 

of Parliament) and Africa 
 

Cross curricular links: 
History – The Great Fire of London 
PSHCE – What are the Houses of Parliament? 
English – fact files, posters and guides to London and Kenya 
Art – landscape drawings 
Computing – Google Maps and research 
MBV – democracy, individual liberty – vote on where children would 
prefer to live 

 

 Name and locate on a map the four countries of the UK 
 Know the capital cities within the UK 
 Name the surrounding seas of the UK 
 Name at least 3 of Kenya’s surrounding countries 
 Name the sea on the Kenyan coast and Kenya’s capital city 
 Know that London and Kenya are in different continents. 
 Recall the seven continents. 
 Identify at least 3 similarities and 3 differences between life in Kenya 

and life in London. 
 Justify in which place they would prefer to live, giving geographical 

reasons to support their opinion. 
 Explain what happened in Pudding Lane and the impact on the people 

of London. 
 
Sequential learning: 
 

EYFS Understanding the World - Describe their immediate environment 
using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction 
texts and maps. 

 
Y3/4 Welcome to our Kingdom (The Anglo-Saxons and the Scots) 
History focus 
Case study: Why did people settle in York? 
 
Y5/6 The New World 

 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
Continents  
Great Fire of London 
Pudding Lane  
England 
Scotland 
Northern Ireland  
Wales  
Africa 
Kenya 
Physical and human features  
Town, Village, City 

Key dates and figures 
1666 
Samuel Pepys  
 
The four countries within the UK – 
England, Scotland, Wales and Northern 
Ireland.  
 
The seven continents – Asia, Africa, South 
America, North America, Antarctica, 
Europe and Australia/Oceania.  
 
Surrounding seas of the UK – English 
channel, North sea, Celtic sea, Irish sea 
and Atlantic ocean.  
 

Key places 
London 
Africa 
Kenya 
Rufforth Village  
England 
Scotland 
Ireland 
Wales  
Asia 
Africa 
North America 
South America  
Antarctica  
Australia/Oceania 

Key events 
Great Fire of London 1666. 
St Pauls Cathedral was rebuilt in 1711. 

Key questions 
 Can I recall the names of the four countries 

within the UK? 
 Can I confidently name the capital cities of 

those countries? 
 Can I explain the events of the Great Fire of 

London chronologically?  
 Can I identify three similarities/differences 

between London and Kenya?  
 Do I understand that London and Kenya are in 

different continents?  



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

Year A Summer term 1 
Creepy Crawlies 
Science focus 
 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 

 Devise a simple map; and use and construct basic symbols in a key 
 Use simple fieldwork and observational skills to study the geography of 

our school and its grounds 
 

 Create a simple map of the school grounds to identify trees, 
plants and flowers. 

 

 Identify where on school grounds different plant life can be found. 
 Explain why the location of a plant or tree is important for its growth. 
 Explain how different weather can affect the growth of a plant. 

 
 

Year A Summer term 2 
Oh, I do like to be 
beside the seaside! 
 
 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Identify areas of the British coastline – which are closest to York? 

 
Place knowledge & skills 

 Know why the North Sea is colder than some seas around the world. 
 

 
Human and physical geography  

 Use basic geographical vocabulary to refer to key physical and human 
features of the beach and coastline.  

 Understand that we live on an island and that some countries are 
landlocked. 

 Make lists of places with similar characteristics – e.g. the seaside, towns 
 Describe different types of buildings 
 Recognise characteristics of physical and human features of places – 

built up, noisy, busy 
 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 Plot seas on a map  
 Use simple blocked maps and plans 
 Collect simple statistics 
 Ask simple geographical questions 
 Use tally charts and simple tables to collect information 
 Identify features on a map 
 Draw simple maps and plans, sometimes with keys 

 Create a glossary of terms for physical features found in the 
UK. 

 Use map skills to locate beaches and sea closest to York. 
 Create tables/tallies to reference how many of each feature 

can be found on a map 
 Compare maps of the seaside and maps of a city to identify the 

differences in human and physical features. 
 Use photographs and children’s experiences to compare 

beaches around the world. Are all beaches the same? 
 

Enrichment opportunities: 
 Visit to Bridlington 
 Visit to ‘pop up’ beach in York city centre 
 Beach day in school (ice creams, sand castles, beach games etc) 
 Parent/ grandparent visitors – holidays in the past, air stewards 

 
Cross curricular links: 

History – How have holidays changed over the past 100 years? 
Maths - statistics 
Art – 3D under the sea scenes 
Computing – Google Maps and research 
 

 Recall 5 physical features found in the UK (e.g town, coast, beach, hills, 
cities, rivers) 

 Know that the coast is where the land meets the sea 
 Name 2 seaside towns close to York 
 Use tally charts to identify most common features in a seaside town. 
 Describe 3 similarities and differences between York city centre and a 

seaside town, based on map work. 
 Describe how a local beach in the north of England is different to 

another beach in the world. 
 
Sequential learning: 

 
EYFS Understanding the World - Describe their immediate environment 

using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction 
texts and maps. 

 
Y3/4 River Deep, Mountain High 
 
Y5/6 The New World 

 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
Coast ,York, sea, city, town, village, 
factory, farm, house, office, port, 
harbour, cliff, coast, hill, mountain, 
sea, Bridlington, map, ocean, river, 
soil, valley, vegetation. 
 
Know the 5 physical features found 
in the UK ( town, coast, beach, hills, 
cities, rivers) 
 

Key dates and figures 
1950 Post-war holiday boom: one million 
Britons travelled abroad. 
 
In the UK, you are always within 80 miles 
of the beach. This means wherever you 
are, you are always a two-hour drive away 
from the beach at the furthest. 
 
The UK coastline is the longest in Europe, 
and is over 6,000 km 
 
The tallest ever recorded sandcastle is 
17.66 metres - that's just over ten times 
the height of the average man 
 

Key places 
Bridlington or similar beach close by.  
 
A popular beach within a different country (to 
compare)  

Key events 
1950 Post-war holiday boom: one million Britons 
travelled abroad.  
 
Bridlington is the largest lobster port in the UK 
and Europe, nicknamed the "Lobster Capital of 
Europe" 
 

Key questions 
 Can I recall the 5 physical features found within 

the UK? 
 Can I locate key physical features on a map? 
 Can I describe the differences between a local 

beach and a beach located elsewhere in the 
world? 

 Can I use a tally chart to show the common 
features within a seaside town?  

 Can I use a map to locate beaches and seas 
closest to York?  



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 
 

 
Year B Autumn term 1 
Welly Boots and New 
Shoots 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 

 
Human and physical geography  

 Identify seasonal and daily weather patterns in the United Kingdom 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 

 Show interest in what they see in field work 
 Record what they have seen, in simple ways, including pictures and 

diagrams with labels. 
 Remember and talk about what was seen. 
 Use a digital camera to record what they see 
 Fill in and use a class weather chart 
 Ask simple geographical questions. 
 Use tally charts and simple tables to collect information 
 Take and use digital photographs 
 Discuss changes in weather and seasons from a chart 

 

 Undertake daily weather investigations and complete a daily 
weather chart. Eg. Day, season, weather type, temperature 

 Take daily photographs of the weather outside (child led) 
 Plot these temperatures to show weather patterns 
 Look at different charts and try and identify what season it is. 

Link to how our farmers grow crops and why they choose each 
season to complete certain tasks 

 Watch videos of  extreme weather conditions around the 
world and imagine what it would be like to experience that e.g 
hurricane, tornado 

 Farm visit to find out why weather is so important to farmers 
 

Enrichment opportunities: 
 Farm visit –Piglets, Grasslands, Becketts 
 Harvest festival 
 Plant and grow own vegetable(s) 
 Local meteorologist visit (university, BBC)  

 
 

Cross curricular links: 
Maths – statistics, data handling 
English   Stickman, extreme weather reports/ diaries scenes 

  Computing – Google Maps and research 
 

 Describe different weather and which season it might typically appear. 
 Describe changes in weather over time. 
 Know that there is extreme weather and name 2+ places in the world 

where this occurs. 
 Explain how the weather and seasons are important to farmers. 
 Know what harvest means and how weather can affect this. 

 
Sequential learning: 

 
EYFS Understanding the World - Describe their immediate environment 

using knowledge from observation, discussion, stories, non-fiction 
texts and maps. 

 
Y3/4 River Deep, Mountain High 
 
Y5/6 The New World 
 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
Seasons, grow, crops, harvest, 
weather, vegetables, cycle, rain, 
sunshine, water, farm, farmers.  
 

Key dates and figures 
John Dalton was a British weather 
pioneer,  born September 6, 1766 
 
Local meteorologist 
 
 
 
 

Key places 
Local working farms 
 
 

Key events 
Harvest festival - October. 
 

Key questions 
 Can I discuss the changes in weather and 

seasons from a chart?  
  Can I explain why weather is important to 

farmers? 
 Can I look at a chart and decide what season it 

is? 
 Can I explain the meaning of Harvest? 
 Can I explain that extreme weather occurs and 

how this can affect people? 

Year B Autumn term 2 
Can you travel the 
world in 80 days? 
 
Topic continues into 
Spring 1 
 
 
(Includes mini 
history topics on 
Guy Fawkes and 
Remembrance Day) 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Name and locate the world’s seven continents and five oceans 

Place knowledge & skills 
 Talk about places seen in books, videos, internet 
 Understand the concept of close and far away 
 Make lists of places with similar characteristics – e.g. oceans, 

continents, countries 
 Know the main aspects of the British Isles using maps. 
 Begin to use concepts of NSEW 
 Mark some locations on a map of UK – our town, our school visit, my 

holiday 
 Identify the main regions of the world – continents, equator, tropics 
 Understand similarities and difference in places 

 
Human and physical geography  
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 

 Locate where they live on a map of the UK.  
 Find where home is, school, places they’ve visited and key 

towns, cities and capital on Google Maps 
 Learn that the UK forms part of the continent Europe. Look at 

all 7 continents and plot these on a map. 
 Use globes, jigsaws and online resources to locate continents 
 Plot holiday destinations of the class on large scale map. 
 ‘Travel’ on ‘Rufforth Airways’ to destinations around the world, 

linking choices to Disney films i.e. Ratatouille – France, UK – 
101 Dalmatians, Mulan, Raya  

 Celebrate aspects of Chinese New Year in class 
 Locate the Great Wall of China on a map  
 Learn about the plight of Christopher Columbus – plot the 

different places he visited and discovered on a map. Compare 
challenges faced on his voyages compared to life now (Moana 
link) 

 
Enrichment opportunities: 

 Name 5 oceans and 7 continents 
 Locate home, key local places and a holiday destination on a map. 
 Know 3+ facts about how Chinese New Year is celebrated 
 Know 3+ facts about each of the countries studied (France, China, 

Spain) 
 

Sequential learning: 
 
EYFS Understanding the World -   Explain some similarities and 
differences between life in this country and life in other countries, 
drawing on knowledge from stories, non-fiction texts and – when 
appropriate – maps  
 
Y3/4 There’s No Place Like Home 
 
Y5/6 The New World 

 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 Use world maps, atlases and globes to identify the United Kingdom and 
its countries, as well as the countries, continents and oceans studied at 
this key stage.                                                                           

 Use simple blocked maps and plans 
 Mark the location of the school on a simple local map 
 Identify where they have been on holiday using a map 
 Identify features on a map 

 

 Visit to Rufforth airfield 
 Visit from air steward 
 Chinese New Year – food tasting/ visit to restaurant/ parent 

visitor 
 Parent visitors/ interviews about life outside of the UK 
 Navy/ boats – life at sea? Harbour visit 
 Raft building? 

 
Cross curricular links: 

English – Christopher Columbus fact file 
MFL– French vocabulary 
History  - the plight of Christopher Columbus 

  Computing – Google Maps and research 
DT making a waterproof boat/raft to sail around the world – link to 
Christopher Columbus. 

 
 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
Flight  
World 
Travel 
Map 
Atlas  
Globe  
 

Key dates and figures 
100 years ago: The first scheduled 
international passenger flight departed. 
(CNN) — On August 25, 1919, between 
London and Paris. 
 
Chinese new year.  
 
 

Key places 
Rufforth airfield  
America  
China  

Key events 
Christopher Columbus discovered America in 
1442. 

Key questions 
 Can I name the seven continents? 
 Can I retell three facts from three different 

countries? 
 Can I locate the Great Wall of China on a map? 
 Can I locate where I live on a map of the UK? 
 Can I use google earth to locate school, home 

and key places I have visited?  
 Can I name the different places Christopher 

Columbus visited along his voyage?  
Year B Spring term 2 
Arctic Explorers 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Identify the location of hot and cold areas of the world in relation to the 

Equator and the North and South Poles 
 

Place knowledge & skills 
 Make simple plans and talk about them 
 Make lists of places with similar characteristics – e.g. hot/cold countries 
 Understand similarities and differences in places 

 
Human and physical geography  
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 

 Collect simple statistics – e.g. temperature of countries 
 Use tally charts and simple tables to collect information e.g. 

temperature of countries 
 Draw simple maps and plans, sometimes with keys (climate) 

 Identify hot and cold countries and regions in the world.  
 Identify patterns of where extreme temperatures occur 
 Describe what the weather, animals, terrain and lifestyle is like 

in hot countries and compare this with life in cold countries. 
 Locate equator and hemispheres on a globe. Demonstrate how 

the earth rotates. 
 Identify what life would be like in very hot and very cold places 

– pack a suitcase activity, postcards 
 Research Arctic explorers – what challenges do they face and 

why? Hot seating, diary, plan an expedition 
 
 
Enrichment opportunities: 
 Dance/ music workshop from a country studied e.g African 

drumming 
 

Cross curricular links: 
Science – freezing/ melting– the effect of changing temperatures, 
habitats, shelter building – keeping warm 
History  - the plight Arctic explorers 

  Computing – Google Maps and research 
  Art – warm and cold colours 

  Locate polar regions, the equator and the North and South hemisphere 
on a map and on a globe. 

 Name 3+ countries on the equator 
 Name 3+ locations that near polar regions  
 Compare life in very hot and very cold countries. 
 Name 1+ Arctic explorer and describe challenges they faced during 

their expedition. 
 
Sequential learning: 

 
EYFS Understanding the World -   Explain some similarities and 
differences between life in this country and life in other countries, 
drawing on knowledge from stories, non-fiction texts and – when 
appropriate – maps  
 
Y3/4 There’s No Place Like Home 
 
Y5/6 The New World 

 

The ‘Five Keys’, maps Key vocabulary 
Equator, hot, cold, arctic, explorer, 
country, North pole, South pole, 
globe, hemisphere, freezing, 
countries, expedition, polar 
regions, maps.  

Key dates and figures 
 Artic Explorer - Sir James Clark Ross (1800-

1862) 

  

56.7C in the summer of 1913 - Hottest 
temperature reached in California.  

Key places 
North and South Pole 
Equator 

Key events 
1900s - Americans Robert Peary and Matthew 
Henson, they were the first people to finally 
reach the North Pole. They arrived on April 6, 
1909. 
 
 

Key questions 
 Can I identify hot and cold countries in the 

world? 
 Can I compare life in very hot and very cold 

countries? 
 Can I name an artic explorer and describe the 

challenges they have faced? 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 

The coldest temperature ever officially 
recorded was -89.2°C. 

 Can I collect statistics of hot and cold 
countries?  

 Can I identify three countries which are 
located on the equator? 

Year B Summer 1 
Act healthy. Eat 
healthy. Be healthy 
Science & History 
focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 
Human and physical geography  

 Know that physical and human geography and activity can affect 
habitats for animals and plants. 

 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 Identify key locations in the life of Florence Nightingale or 
Mary Seacole. 

 Name the places where Florence Nightingale and Mary Seacole lived 
and worked. 

Year B Summer 2 
The toys that time 
forgot 
History focus 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 

History focus History focus 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

YEAR 3 & 4                                                                        GEOGRAPHY INTENT: Children can critically examine, explore, appreciate and comprehend the world in which we inhabit. 
 
 INTENT 

Inspire 
Pupils will learn the following knowledge and skills: 

Year 3 skills  Year 4 skills 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Care 

Core activities to deliver learning: 
 

IMPACT 
Grow 

When assessed, children will demonstrate the following knowledge: 
 

Year A Autumn term 
 
Meet the Flintstones! 
(Stone Age to Iron 
Age) History focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Human and physical geography  
 human geography, including: types of settlement and land use, 

economic activity including trade links, and the distribution of 
natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water 

 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 use fieldwork to observe, measure, record and present the human 

and physical features in the local area using a range of methods, 
including sketch maps, plans and graphs, and digital technologies 

 Use a range of primary and secondary sources including the 
internet, Google Earth and questionnaires. 

 Use maps with simple grid references 
 Consider past and future physical and human features, based on an 

understanding of change 
 Examine, question, analyse what is discovered, using a range of 

evidence 
 

 Identify the advantages of hill top locations when considering Iron 
Age settlements 

 Investigate changes in farming over time. 
 Map work to locate Skara Brae to support questioning about 

change, cause, similarity and difference, and significance by 
learning about Skara Brae and understanding its significance in 
knowing more about the Stone Age. 
 

 

 Explain the advantages and disadvantages of hillforts, in terms of land 
use 

 Locate Skara Brae on a map – consider what made it a suitable site for a 
settlement and how the natural resources available were used 
effectively. 

Year A Spring term 
River Deep, Mountain 
High 
 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Key topographical features and land use patterns and understand 

how some of these aspects have changed over time 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
 Counties and cities of the UK geographical regions and their 

identifying human and physical characteristics. 
 
Human and physical geography  
 Examples of physical features:  river, mountain, seas 
 Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, 

including the water cycle  
 Understand geographical similarities and differences through the 

study of human and physical geography of a region of the UK 
 Use atlases which show physical and human features 
 Identify the parts of a river and land use around and how these can 

change people’s lives 
 Explain the process of erosion and deposition, and its effects on 

people 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 Make detailed and labelled field sketches 
 Use a range of primary and secondary sources including the 

internet, Google Earth and questionnaires. 

 Draw and label a river from source to mouth 
 Locating, labelling and annotating maps 
 Use maps with grid references 

 
Enrichment opportunities: 

 Water safety outside visitor – emergency services, lifeboats 
 River study visit 

 
Cross curricular links: 
English: Class novels – Storm, Hurricane, The Rhythm of the Rain and The 
Water Horse 
Maths: position and direction 
Science States of Matter – evaporation and condensation – the water cycle 
History – study of Sir Edmund Hillary and his Sherpa (link to historical 
perspectives  and links between cultural and social history); timeline of 
mountains climbed 
 

 Name and explain the features of a river 
 Map the journey of the river Ouse from its mouth to the sea 
 Explain the impact a river has on its local environment 
 Identify rivers in the local area and 3+ major rivers in the UK using a 

range of maps with grid references. 
 Make links between mountains, river sources and the water cycle 
 Name and locate on a map the highest mountains in the UK 
 Explain the key events in the conquering of Mount Everest 
 Explain the water cycle, use of water and how it is treated as a resource 

 
Sequential learning: 
 

Y1/2 Bright Lights, Big City 
 

Y5/6 Vicious Volcanoes 
 
 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 Use maps with simple grid references 
 Discriminate between different sources of information. 
 Use four figure grid references to locate points on a map 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
rivers, source, stream, tributary, 
confluence, meander, flood plain, 
estuary, mouth, evaporation, 
condensation, precipitation, water 
cycle, mountains, physical features, 
grid references, symbols, keys 

Key dates and figures 
The combined length of the Rivers Ure & 
Ouse is approximately 129 miles Ben 
Nevis is the highest mountain in the UK—
1,345m above sea level 

Key places 
York & other settlements along the Ure-
Ouse-Humber river system. 
UK: Ben Nevis, Snowdon, Scafell Pike, Slieve 
Donard, Himalayas, Mt. Everest 

Key events 
The ‘conquering’ of Mt. Everest 

Key questions 
 Can I name, locate and share information about the longest 

rivers and highest mountains in both the UK and the 
world? 

 Can I describe the main features of rivers? 
 Can I explain how the water cycle works?  
 Can I list when different mountains were first climbed? 

 Can I explain who Edmund Hillary and his Sherpa were and 
what they are famous for doing?  

 
Year A Summer term 
How Ruthless Were 
The Romans? History 
focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
 The effect of the ‘Romanisation’ of Britain on key cities. 

 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 

 Use map skills  mark Hadrian’s wall on maps identifying key locations 
along it 

 Use maps to show the location of Celtic tribes before Roman invasion 
and the spread of the Roman Empire across Europe. 

 Investigate the ‘Romanisation’ of Britain: sites such as Caerwent 
 Case study:  Where was Eboracum and what do we know about 

 Locate Hadrian’s Wall on a map 
 Explain where the Roman Empire started and how it spread to Britain. 
 Identify 2 key locations in Britain that were ‘Romanised’, what they 

changes were and the impact of these changes on people living there. 
 Know that the Romans came to York and settled here (Eboracum) 

 
Year B Autumn term 
Welcome to our 
Kingdom (The Anglo-
Saxons and the 
Scots) History focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
 Describe and understand Anglo-Saxon invasions, settlements and 

kingdoms: place names and village life  
 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 

 Research different groups of invaders, their countries of origin and their 
motivation.  

  Draw maps and make notes to record evidence found. 
 Draw and label maps to show the 7 Anglo-Saxon kingdoms. 
 Investigate the meaning of the names of the 7 Anglo-Saxon Kingdoms. 

Study the meaning of root words and identify places on maps with Anglo-
Saxon origins. 

 Create posters to demonstrate learning and evidence research tasks 
 Design and draw a village labelling and annotating its key features to 

demonstrate understanding of life as a settler. 

 Explain reasons for the Roman withdrawal from Britain and the impact 
this had on settlers. 

 Identify and name all of the Anglo-Saxon kingdoms using maps. 
 Explain what physical features would create a good place for a 

settlement. 
 Describe life of early settlers, with reference to physical and human 

geographical features. 

Year B Spring term 
There’s No Place 
Like Home 
 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
 
Human and physical geography  
 describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including 

biomes  
 Express views and recognise how people affect the environment, 

summarising the issues 
 Suggest ways towards a reduction in climate change 
 Prepare questionnaires to investigate people’s views on an 

environmental issue 
 Explain own views on environmental change and topical issues and 

compare these with the views of others, evaluating the arguments of 
each 

 Locate the major biomes of the world and identify them on a 
world map. 

 Use research to establish the characteristics of biomes 
 Write comprehensive definitions to describe biomes 
 Identify the biome to which the UK belongs and contrast it with an 

area affected by significant environmental change. (Arctic) 
 Identify the impact of climate change on the biome and 

consequently its impact on living things.  
 Investigate the impact of climate change on plants and animals.  
 Investigate ways to reduce climate change and the damage to 

biomes. 
 Survey children and parents to gather views on climate change 

 
Enrichment opportunities: 

 Visit to Yorkshire Wildlife Park – specific focus on polar bears 

 Name major biomes around the world 
 Explain what a biome is and identify similarities and differences 

between biomes around the world. 
 Describe what climate change is, how it affects plants, animals and 

places, and people’s views on how to reduce it. 
 Gather evidence to develop and share opinions 

 
 

Sequential learning: 
 

Y1/2 Let’s Go on Safari! / Arctic Explorers 
 

Y5/6 The New World/ History topics: understanding economic activity 
 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 Consider the future of some physical and human features, based on 
an understanding of change 

 Understand how people can both improve and damage the 
environment 

 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate 

countries and describe features studied 
 Use a range of primary and secondary sources, including the internet, 

Google Earth and questionnaires 
 Suggest own ways of presenting information, including graphically 

and in writing 
 Use contents and index pages of an atlas 
 Compare information from atlases with that from a globe 
 Read and use the symbols on an OS map 
 Use four figure references to locate points on a map 
 Examine, question, analyse what is discovered, using a range of 

evidence 
 

 
 

Cross curricular links: 
Science: Habitats – environmental / climate change, global warming, food 
chains, endangered animals 
English: Non-chronological report: ‘The Polar Bear’ - Balanced argument / 
persuasion: ‘Save the Polar Bear’ etc. Letter in support of climate change 
Maths: Measures – temperature –reading scales Position and direction 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
physical features, grid references, 
symbols, keys, Equator, Northern 
Hemisphere, Southern 
Hemisphere, climate zones, 
biomes,  climate, climate change, 
environment, environmental 
change, global warming, Arctic, 
deforestation, rainforest    
 

Key dates and figures 
The estimated population of the Sami is 
approximately 80,000 across 4 countries. 
More than 1.2 trillion tonnes of Arctic ice 
are melting each year. 
200,000 acres of rainforest are lost each 
day. 

Key places 
Arctic 
Finland 
UK 
Amazon 
Borneo 

Key events 
The North Pole is believed to have been 
conquered in 1909. 
Orang-utans have been critically endangered 
since 2008. 

Key questions 
 Can I name and locate the major biomes of the 

world and identify them on a world map? 
 Can I identify the biome to which the UK 

belongs and compare it with a contrasting 
one? 

 Can I explain what climate change is and 
describe its impact on a biome and the living 
things within it?  

Year B Summer term 
Raiders or Traders? 
(The Anglo-Saxons 
and the Vikings) 
History focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 

 Study of an aspect of history or a site dating from a period beyond 
1066 (Viking raids and invasion) that is significant in the locality. 
 

Human and physical geography  
 Use the internet for research  
 Use more complex sources of primary and secondary 

information 
 Know some similarities and differences within a period of time 
 Describe and make links between events and changes 

 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 

 Use research to respond to key questions – identifying who the 
Vikings were, where they came from and how they travelled from 
their homelands. 

 Local history depth study – The Vikings: How do we know the 
Vikings lived in York? 

 Consider the evidence presented by place names 
 

 Know that Viking homeland was Scandavia and locate this on a map. 
 Explain how and where the Vikings travelled to reach Britain. 
 Understand how place names can be based on physical geography 
 Give examples of 3+ place names being historical and provide 

geographical clues about the past. 
 Explain how the location of York was important to the Vikings. 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

YEAR 5 & 6                                                                          GEOGRAPHY INTENT: Children can critically examine, explore, appreciate and comprehend the world in which we inhabit. 
 
 INTENT 

Inspire 
Pupils will learn the following knowledge and skills: 

Year 5 skills  Year 4 skills 

IMPLEMENTATION 
Care 

Core activities to deliver learning: 
 

IMPACT 
Grow 

When assessed, children will demonstrate the following knowledge: 
 

Year A Autumn term 
The New World 
 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe 

(including the location of Russia), concentrating on their 
environmental regions, key physical and human characteristics, 
countries, and major cities 

 Workout journey time, using their knowledge of time zone 
 

Place knowledge & skills 
 Understand geographical similarities and differences through the 

study of human and physical geography of a region in a European 
country 
 

Human and physical geography  
 Describe and begin to explain patterns and physical and human 

changes 
 Justify own viewpoint or decision, and use new information to 

adapt their own viewpoint 
 Recognise dependent links and relationships in both human and 

physical geography 
 Suggest how human activities can cause changes to environment 

and to the different views people hold 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 Use maps, atlases, globes and digital/computer mapping to locate 

countries and describe features studied 
 Come to accurate conclusions using data 
 Analyse data – e.g. climate 
 Use a compass to follow a route 
 

 Label the states and extend their knowledge by making up a 
songs/ rhymes to name as many as possible. 

 Compare an area of the USA with our own British landscape and 
pick out similarities and differences using geographical terms. 

 Compare the climate of an American state (of their interest) with 
Britain 

 Plan a sightseeing holiday to one area in North America. Children 
will be given a budget and they will work in pairs to plan their trip 
and present to the class. 

 
Enrichment opportunities: 

 Stop motion animation (Lee Threadgold visit) 
 
Cross curricular links: 
Maths:  compare temperatures, budget sightseeing holiday 
English: present sightseeing holiday 
Computing:  Identify countries on a digital map. 
Plan journeys between countries/ states, looking at the distances between 
Research a state and presenting the information in Google Slides or Google 
Sites 
Make a video advert for an American destination holiday 
 

 Understand that North America is made up of states 
 Locate North, South and Central America on a map 
 Children can name 15+ states within North America 
 Present detailed information on a chosen city within the USA 
 Describe similarities and differences between a city in the USA and York 
 Compare climates of different regions within the USA with the UK. 
 Explain what happened in Jamestown and the impact of the American 

War of Independence.  
 

Sequential learning: 
 

Y1/2 Bright Lights, Big City 
 
Y3/4 River Deep, Mountain High/ History topics – Why did people settle 

in York? 
 

KS3 Geography:  Pupils should consolidate and extend their knowledge 
of the world’s major countries and their physical and human features 

 
 

The ‘Five Keys’ Key vocabulary 
human features, physical features, 
land-use, time zones, climate, 
biomes, vegetation belts, economic 
activity, trade links, natural 
resources 

Key dates and figures 
The population of the USA is 
approximately 329,000,000.  
The USA is approximately 4,000 miles 
away. 

Key places 
United States of America, Canada, Mexico, 
England, Spain, Jamestown, Virginia 

Key events 
Establishment of Jamestown in 1607, 
American War of Independence 

Key questions 
 Can I name, locate and share information about the 

countries of North America? 
 Can I explain how our area is similar to and different 

from a place in North America? 
 Can I share information about the climate of North 

America?  
 Can I explain what happened in Jamestown in 1607? 
 Can I explain what The American War of 

Independence was? 
Year A Spring term 
Unmasking the 
Mayans History focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 Map work activities to locate where the Mayans lived 
 Research into Mayan cities to understand how the human and physical 

geography had an impact on daily life. 
 Presentation on the importance of the cacao bean for the Mayans – the 

economic activity and trade links within an ancient civilisation. 

 Locate where the Mayans lived. 
 Describe how the human and physical geography influenced the lives of 

the Maya. 
 Explain why the cacao bean was so important to Mayan civilisation and 

how it was the basis of economic activity. 
 Debate and explain the importance of  fair trade in the modern world 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 
Human and physical geography  
 Understand types of settlement and land use, economic activity 

including trade links, and the distribution of natural resources 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 Use digital/computer mapping to locate countries and describe 

features studied. 
 

Year A Summer term 
Keep the Home Fires 
Burning (WW2) 
History focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 

 Plot Hitler’s advance through - and invasion of- Europe to 
understand the events leading up to WW2. 

 Record radio broadcast explaining the invasion of Europe. 
 Use maps to locate allies and nations that fought against Britain in 

WW2. 
 Understand why children were evacuated and write a diary of an 

evacuee, comparing two locations. 

 Recall the countries that Hitler invaded. 
 Explain why Hitler invaded countries in Europe, from a geographical 

viewpoint. 
 Explain which children needed to be evacuated and why. 

 

 
Year B Autumn term 
Phenomenal Pharaohs 
(Ancient Egypt) 
History focus 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 

 Map study to find out where and when the Ancient Egyptian 
civilization was. 

 

 Locate Egypt on a map and plot key landmarks i.e. pyramids, Nile, 
Sphynx. 
 

Year B Spring term 
Vicious Volcanoes 
 
 

Locational knowledge & skills 
 Locate the world’s countries, using maps to focus on Europe 

(including the location of Russia) and North and South America, 
concentrating on their environmental regions. 
 

Place knowledge & skills 
 Identify the position and significance of latitude, longitude, 

Equator, Northern Hemisphere, Southern Hemisphere, the 
Tropics of Cancer and Capricorn. 

 Describe how change can lead to similarities between different 
places 
 

Human and physical geography  
 Describe and understand key aspects of volcanoes: 

- Basic structure of the earth 
- Location of volcanoes 
- Structure and formation of volcanoes 
- Life cycle of volcanoes 
- How volcanoes affect local people 
- A case study of a specific volcano 

 Simple explanation of the earth’s structure 
 Mapping the Ring of Fire 
 Labelling a cross section of a volcano 
 Sequencing the steps in the formation of a volcano 
 Video clips and internet research of a volcanic eruption 
 Presentation/ persuasion around visiting or living near a volcano 
 Make a volcano 

 
 
Enrichment opportunities: 

 Create a volcanic eruption 
 STEM ambassador 

 
Cross curricular links: 
English: writing – news reports, persuasion, diary entries 
Computing:  Identify countries on a digital map. 
Find out about life near a volcano, presenting the information in Google 
Slides or Google Sites 
Art: pastel drawings  

 Identify the different internal and external features of a volcano. 
 Location of the equator, north and south hemisphere 
 Explain formation and eruption processes 
 Know the key facts of the Ring of Fire volcanoes and their impact on the 

local area. 
 Know the location (including some map references) of 3+ volcanoes 

around the world 
 Describe the human and physical impact of volcanic eruptions in 

Pompeii and Iceland. 
 Use contour lines on maps to construct models of volcanoes with 

accuracy. 
 Describe and explain how different mountain ranges are formed and 

link these to mountain ranges in the UK 
 Describe how tourism effects mountainous/ volcanic areas 

 
Y1/2 Can you travel around the world in 80 days? 
 
Y3/4 River Deep, Mountain High 

 



Skills progression key: EYFS Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6 
 

 

 Make a plausible case for environmental change 
 

Geographical skills and fieldwork 
 Read and use the symbols on an OS map 
 Use and understand simple scale 
 Justify own viewpoint or decision, and use new information to 

adapt their own viewpoint 
 Speculate and hypothesize about what is found 
 Carefully select sources of evidence and sift information 
 Use 6 figure grid references 
 Interpret other people’s arguments for change, analyzing and 

evaluating their viewpoints 
 

KS3 Geography - Understand how geographical processes interact to 
create distinctive human and physical landscapes that change over 
time. In doing so, they should become aware of increasingly complex 
geographical systems in the world around them. 
 

The ‘Five Keys’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Key vocabulary 
physical features, land-use, 
volcanoes, earthquakes, mapping, 
OS, grid references, symbols 

Key dates and figures 
Mauna Loa is the largest active volcano on 
the planet. 
On average, 50-70 volcanoes erupt every 
year. 

Key places 
Pacific ocean, West coast of the Americas, 
Japan, The Philippines, Indonesia 

Key events 
Pompeii in 79AD, Eyjafjallajokull in 
2010. 

Key questions 
 Can I identify the different internal and external features of 

a volcano? 
 Can I explain the key facts about the Ring of Fire and their 

impact on the local area? 
 Do I know the location of key volcanoes using maps and grid 

references? 
 Can I explain, in detail, one specific volcano and discuss its 

link with tourism? 
 Can I explain what happened in Pompeii in 79AD? 
 Can I explain what happened in Iceland in 2010 and how it 

impacted the wider world? 
Year B Summer term 
Heroes and Villains 
(Ancient Greece) 
History focus 
 

Geography skills taught through cross curricular opportunities 
Locational knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Place knowledge & skills 
Consolidation of prior skills 

 
Human and physical geography  
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
Geographical skills and fieldwork 
Consolidation of prior skills 
 
 

 Map study to find out where and when the Ancient Greek 
civilization was. 

 Plot the route and explain the key events at during the Battle of 
Marathon 

 Locate Greece on a map and plot key landmarks and places e.g. Athens, 
Sparta, Marathon. 

 Know that Persia is now modern day Iran and locate it on a map. 


